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Usually, key-establishment protocols are suggested in a 
security model. However, there exist several different 
security models in the literature defined by their respective 
security notions. In this paper, we study the relations 
between the security models of key establishment. For the 
chosen security models, we first show that some proven 
key-establishment protocols are not secure in the more 
restricted security models. We then suggest two compilers 
by which we can convert a key-establishment protocol 
that is secure in a specific security model into a key-
establishment protocol that is still secure in a more 
restricted security model. 
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I. Introduction 

When we design a cryptographic protocol, we should prove 
the security of the protocol in a security model. A security 
model is designed to reflect attacks in the real world.  

In the field of key establishment, there are many security 
requirements, and there are many key-establishment protocols 
that are trying to achieve some of these security requirements. 
However, there are only a few key-establishment protocols 
achieving most of these security requirements (strong key-
establishment protocols). Unfortunately, these strong key-
establishment protocols were proven only in newer security 
models. Therefore, we do not know whether such strong key-
establishment protocols are also secure in more traditional 
security models. 

Bellare and Rogaway suggested the first formal security 
model for key exchange — a security model called the     
BR model [1]. The BR model assumes the network 
communication channel to be a half-duplex channel. In a half-
duplex channel, the two communicating parties have to send 
their messages alternatively. A less restricted security model, 
one that perhaps makes it easier to construct a strong key-
establishment protocol, for a half-duplex channel is suggested 
by Krawczyk, which we call the KR model [2]. In a duplex 
channel, the two communicating parties can send their 
messages at the same time. For such a channel, it is necessary 
to create new security models since those for the half-duplex 
channel are not transferable; one such model is defined by 
Jeong and others, which we call the JKL model [3].  

1. BR Model 

In this paper, we consider only key-establishment protocols 
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that are for use with two parties — namely, two-party key-
establishment protocols. In [1], Bellare and Rogaway 
suggested the BR model for two-party key-establishment 
protocols that are used in a half-duplex channel. In a two-party 
key-establishment protocol, two parties establish a common 
session key between them. One of the most basic two-party 
key-establishment protocols is the Diffie–Hellman key-
establishment protocol [4]. In the basic unauthenticated Diffie–
Hellman key-establishment protocol, an initiator of the 
protocol first sends ig

 to a responder, where g is a generator 
of a group and i is the random value selected by the initiator. 
After receiving ,ig  the responder sends jg

 to the initiator. 
Then the initiator and the responder calculate a session key,  
sk = .i jg   In the basic Diffie–Hellman key-establishment 
protocol, an initiator and a responder alternatively send their 
messages through their network communication channel. In a 
half-duplex channel, the communicating parties cannot send 
their messages at the same time. Most two-party key-
establishment protocols are constructed for use in a half-
duplex channel. The basic unauthenticated Diffie–Hellman 
key-establishment protocol for a half-duplex channel is 
depicted as follows: 
 

  Pi (initiator) Pj (responder) 

Round 1 ig   

Round 2  jg  

The session key is sk = .i jg   

2. KR Model 

In [2], Krawczyk suggested the KR model for a half-
duplex channel. In this model, an initiator and a responder 
exchange their messages alternatively, as in the BR model. 
However, in the KR model, it does not matter which of the 
two communicating parties is the initiator. That is, we can 
ignore the roles of initiator and responder in the KR model. 
To see the difference between the two models, consider an 
adversary A who behaves as follows on the above 
unauthenticated Diffie–Hellman protocol: (a) A makes Pi 
initiate a run of a protocol between Pi and Pj and receives 

ig
 from Pi, (b) A makes Pj initiate another run of a protocol 

between Pi and Pj and receives jg
 from Pj, (c) A sends 

ig
 to Pj in the latter run and jg

 to Pi in the former run. As 
a result of the behavior of A, Pi and Pj obtain the same 
protocol messages ig

 and jg
 in the two runs, and thus 

generate the same session key sk = .i jg  In addition, Pi 
thinks that they are the initiator and Pj thinks that they are the 
initiator. This situation is depicted as follows:  

 
Pi’s view: 

  Pi (initiator) Pj (responder) 

Round 1 ig   

Round 2  jg  

 
Pj’s view: 

  Pi (responder) Pj (initiator) 

Round 1  jg  

Round 2 ig   

 
The BR model considers the above attack as dangerous; 

hence, for a key-establishment protocol to be secure, it must be 
able to prevent such an attack. In contrast, the KR model does 
not consider the above attack to be dangerous; consequently, 
the key-establishment protocol is not required to prevent such 
an attack. In other words, the above run of a protocol is 
considered as an “intact” run in the KR model, while it is not 
considered intact in the BR model. The intact run is defined 
using a notion, partnered (or matched), in the formal security 
model. For the above run of a protocol, Pi and Pj have the 
notion of being partnered in the KR model, whereas Pi and Pj 
do not in the BR model.  

3. JKL Model 

In [3], Jeong and others suggested the JKL model for a 
duplex channel. In a duplex channel, the two communicating 
parties can send their messages simultaneously. The basic 
unauthenticated Diffie–Hellman key-establishment protocol in 
a duplex channel is depicted as follows: 

 

  Pi  Pj  

Round 1 ig  jg  

The session key is sk = .i jg   

 
 In the above key-establishment protocol, one of the two 

communicating parties sends ;ig
 while, at the same time, 

the other sends jg
 without waiting for the communicating 

partner’s message. Note that the basic Diffie–Hellman key-
establishment protocol requires two rounds in a half-duplex 
channel but only one round in a duplex channel. Thus, 
conducting a key-establishment protocol in a duplex channel is 
more efficient.  

4. Authenticated Key Establishment 

The basic Diffie–Hellman key-establishment protocol does 
not provide authentication of the session keys. That is, an 
adversary can impersonate the communicating party and send 
messages of its choice to the target party. As a result, the 
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adversary can generate the same session key as the target  
party. There are many schemes (called authenticated key-
establishment protocols) that provide authentication of session 
keys. Authentication of a session key simply means that no 
party, besides those involved in the communication, can obtain 
the session key information. Authenticated key-establishment 
protocols serve as basic building blocks for constructing secure, 
complex, and higher-level cryptographic protocols. In this 
paper, we consider only authenticated key-establishment 
protocols where each party holds a pair of private/public keys.  

A party typically uses its private key and randomly generated 
numbers to establish a session key. It is easy to observe that 
without the use of the randomly generated numbers, all session 
keys would be identical. For secure subsequent use of a session 
key, most applications require that each session key be unique. 
Hence, to establish a new session key, it is necessary to use 
uniquely different randomly generated numbers along with the 
same private key each time. A private key is also used to 
authenticate a session key.  

Several security notions pertinent to key establishment have 
been defined based on considerations of how to minimize the 
damage caused by an adversary acquiring either of the private 
keys, the random numbers used, or the session keys. One of the 
security notions considered most often in the literature is that of 
known-key security (KKS). Protocols providing KKS are 
secure against Denning–Sacco attacks [5] that aim at trying to 
compromise multiple session keys (for sessions other than 
those that require a guarantee of secrecy).  

Forward secrecy considers scenarios in which an adversary 
is able to obtain the private keys of some parties. There are two 
kinds of forward secrecy: weak and strong. Protocols achieving 
weak forward secrecy (w-FS) maintain the secrecy of a session 
key that is shared through an execution of the protocol without 
any interference by an adversary. Protocols achieving strong 
forward secrecy (s-FS) maintain the secrecy of a session key, 
even if the session key has been established with the 
interference of an adversary. 

Besides the above security notions, there are others, such as 
key compromise impersonation (KCI) and unknown key-share 
(UKS) [6]–[8]. Security against session-state reveal (SSR) is 
formally considered in [2] and [9]. 

5. Our works  

Most authenticated key-establishment protocols are 
constructed in the BR model [1], [6], [10]–[13]. The 
standardization of key establishment has been done in the BR 
model [14]–[18]. We note that a comparison of the original BR 
model and subsequent variants of it have been analyzed in [19].  

Some key-establishment schemes are proved in the KR 

model [2], [20]. There exist a few key-establishment schemes 
in the JKL model [3], [21]–[22]. We note that a multiparty 
authenticated key-establishment protocol can be used as a two-
party authenticated key-establishment protocol. Thus, a 
multiparty key-establishment protocol in a broadcasting 
channel model, such as that in [21] and [23]–[24], can be used 
as a two-party key-establishment protocol in the JKL model. 

The strong key-establishment protocols FS, KCI, and SSR, 
achieving most of the known security notions, are known 
respectively as HMQV [2], Okamoto’s scheme [20], and 
KAM [22]. HMQV and Okamoto’s scheme are secure in the 
KR model, and KAM is secure in the JKL model. HMQV is 
proven in the random oracle model, whereas Okamoto’s 
scheme and KAM are proven in the standard model. HMQV is 
more efficient than both KAM and Okamoto’s scheme.  

We will show that a key-establishment protocol, secure in a 
security model, might not be secure in a more restricted 
security model. That is, we cannot simply use a key-
establishment protocol that is secure in the KR model or in the 
JKL model as a key-establishment protocol in the BR model. 
For example, we will show that both HMQV and KAM are 
not secure in the BR model. 

We will then suggest a compiler that converts a secure key-
establishment protocol in the JKL model into a secure key-
establishment protocol in the KR model and another compiler 
that converts a secure key-establishment protocol in the KR 
model into a secure key-establishment protocol in the BR 
model. Our compilers do not modify any protocol messages of 
the underlying key-establishment scheme. Moreover, our 
compilers do not increase any computational complexity 
except adding only one pseudorandom function evaluation. 
Using compilers, we can convert both HMQV and KAM into 
HMQVS and KAMS, respectively, both of which are secure in 
the BR model.  

In Section II, we review the primitives used in the paper. In 
Section III, we define the BR model, the KR model, and the 
JKL model. In Section IV, we show that HMQV and KAM are 
not secure in the BR model. In Section V, we suggest compilers 
by which we can convert a key-establishment protocol secure 
in a specific security model into a key-establishment protocol 
secure in a more restricted model. In Section VI, we conclude 
the paper. 

II. Preliminaries 

We use the following notations: (a) [a, b] denotes a set of 
integers from a to b, (b) c ← S denotes that c is randomly 
selected from a set S, (c) a concatenation of two strings a and b 
is denoted by a||b and (d) if evt is an event, then Pr[evt] is used 
to denote the probability of it occurring.  
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Let θ be a security parameter. We use a secure 
pseudorandom function F whose domain and range are {0, 1}θ 

[24]. Let FK: {0, 1}θ → {0, 1}θ be a function selected from a 
function family F, where F = {FK|K is in the space of θ-bit 
strings}.  

III. Security Model for Key Establishment 

We will explain the BR model, KR model, and JKL model 
in a unified way. We assume that each party’s identity is 
denoted as Pi and that each party holds a pair of private/public 
keys. 

We consider key-establishment protocols in which two 
parties want to exchange a session key using their public keys 
to provide key authentication [25]. The kth instance of party Pi 
is denoted by Πi,k. If a key-establishment protocol terminates, 
then Πi,k generates a session key ski,k.  

A session identifier of an instance Πi,k, denoted sidi,k, is a 
string that has a high probability of being different from those 
of all other sessions in the system. We first define strIDi,k and 
strTIMEi,k. T[0][0]he concatenation of all messages sent and 
received by a particular instance Πi,k, where the order of these 
messages is determined by the lexicographic ordering of the 
two parties’ identities, is given by strIDi,k. The concatenation of 
all messages sent and received by a particular instance Πi,k, 
where the order of these messages is determined by the time 
they were sent or received, is given by strTIMEi,k. 

We note that an adversary can delay or reorder messages. 
The session identifiers are used to define partnered (or 
matched) instances in the security models and are appropriately 
defined as follows:  
▪A session identifier in the BR model has been defined as  

sidi,k = strTIMEi,k [1], [26]. 
▪A session identifier in the KR model has been defined as  

sidi,k = strIDi,k [2]. 
▪A session identifier in the JKL model has been defined as  

sidi,k = strIDi,k [3], [22]. (Note that strTIMEi,k cannot be used 
as a session identifier in the JKL model, because the two 
parties may send their messages simultaneously.)  
We note that the security models are different according to 

how the notion of being “partnered” is defined. As a 
consequence, the security models are different according to the 
way the session identifier is defined.  

Consider instance Πi,k of party Pi. The partner of this instance 
is the party Pj ( Pi) with whom Pi believes it is interacting. We 
say that the two instances Πi,k and Πj,k are partnered (or 
matching), if the following conditions are true: sidi,k = sidj,k, Pj 
is the partner of Πi,k, and Pi is the partner of Πj,k. 

Note that if two instances are partnered in the BR model, the 

two instances are also partnered in the KR model.  
For a concrete definition of the KKS/w-FS/s-FS/KCI/SSR-

security through an experiment, refer to [1]–[3]. 

IV. Security Analysis of HMQV 

It is obvious that a key-establishment protocol secure in the 

BR model is also secure in the KR model, and a key-

establishment protocol secure in the KR model is also secure in 

the JKL model. In this section, we show that we cannot simply 

use a key-establishment protocol that is secure in the KR 

model or in the JKL model as a key-establishment protocol in 

the BR model.  

Let (xk, yk = g xk) be a pair of private/public keys of Pi. Let H 

be a collision-resistant hash function and Mac a strongly 

unforgeable MAC-generation function. Then HMQV is 

defined as follows [2]:  
 

  Pi (initiator) Pj (responder) 

Round 1 ig   

Round 2  jg  

 

The subsequent session key is calculated as sk =  
( )( )( ),j ji i exdxH g    where d = H( ig || yj) and e =  

H( jg || yi). 
KAM is defined as follows [22]:  
 

  Pi’s message Pj’s message 

Round 1 ig  jg  

Round 2 τi τj 

 

The MAC keys are calculated as ki,j = H( j ixg ) and kj,i = 

H( i jxg ). Note that ki,j ≠ kj,i. τi and τj are MAC values, where 

τi ← Macki,j(i||j|| ig ) and τj ← Mackj,i(j||i|| jg ). The session 

key is calculated as sk = H( i jx xg )  H( i jg  ). 
Theorem 1. HMQV is w-FS/KCI/SSR-secure in the KR 
model [2].  
Theorem 2. HMQV is insecure against known-key attacks in 
the BR model. That is, HMQV does not provide KKS in the 
BR model.  
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider an adversary A that creates two 
sessions among two parties Pi and Pj. In the first session, Pi 
initiates a protocol such that Pi sends .ig  In the second 
session, Pj initiates a protocol such that Pj sends .jg  Then A 
interleaves protocol messages such that A sends jg  to Pi in 
the first session and ig  to Pj in the second session, as 
follows: 
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The first session (Πi,1’s view) 

  Pi (initiator) Pj (responder) 

Round 1 ig   

Round 2  jg  

 
The second session (Πj,1’s view) 

  Pi (responder) Pj (initiator) 

Round 1  jg  

Round 2 ig   

 
Adversary A obtains skj,1, a session key of Pj in the second 
session, through the Reveal(j, 1) query. Then A knows ski,1, a 
session key of Pi in the first session, and thus breaks KKS. We 
can easily determine when ski,1 and skj,1 are the same. Note that 
strTIMEi,1 = || jig g  and strTIMEj,1 = || .j ig g   If we 
assume that (Pi < Pj),

1) then strIDi,1 = strIDj,1 = || .jig g  This 
attack strategy does not violate the KKS in the BR model 
because Πi,1 and Πj,1 are not partnered. Note that sidi,1            

(= strTIMEi,1) and sidj,1 (= strTIMEj,1) are different in the BR 
model. On the other hand, A cannot make a Reveal (j,1) query 
in the KR model because Πi,1 and Πj,1 are partnered. Note that 
sidi,1 (= strIDi,1) and sidj,1 (= strIDj,1) are the same in the KR 
model.                                          ■ 

V. Compilers among Security Models 

In this section, we suggest two compilers: compiler1 and 
compiler2. Compiler1 converts a key-establishment protocol in 
the JKL model into a key-establishment protocol in the KR 
model. Compiler2 converts a key-establishment protocol in the 
KR model into a key-establishment protocol in the BR model.  

Let KED be a secure key-establishment protocol in the JKL 
model. Then compiler1 converts KED into a new key-
establishment protocol, KEW, which is secure in the KR model. 
This procedure is explained below.  

Setup. Let KED be a secure key-establishment protocol in the 
JKL model. Person Pi is going to establish a session key with Pj 

( Pi). Assume that Pi is an initiator and that Pj is a responder. 
Person Pj behaves as similarly as Pi, so we describe the 
protocol on behalf of Pi.  

Round messages. In the lth round of KED, Pi and Pj may send 
their lth-round messages simultaneously in the JKL model. But 
in the KR model, only one of the two can send its message in 
any given round. So, we break the symmetry of KED in such a 
way that initiator Pi first sends its message of the lth round of 
KED in a given round, and then responder Pj sends its message 
of the lth round of KED in the next round. So, if KED is an   
                                                               

1) We denote Pi precedes Pj in the lexicographic ordering as Pi < Pj. 

n-round protocol, then KEW is at most a 2n-round protocol. 
Computation of session keys. Person Pi calculates a session 

key for KEW in the same way as a session key for KED is 
calculated in the JKL model. 
Theorem 3. If KED is XX-secure in the JKL model, then KEW 
converted by compiler1, is XX-secure in the KR model, where 
XX is either KKS, w-FS, s-FS, KCI, or SSR. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let AW be an adversary against KEW in 
the KR model. Then we can construct an adversary AD against 
KED using AW in the JKL model, such that the advantages of 
AD and AW are the same. Adversary AD receives queries from 
AW, gets answers from its own oracles, and returns the answers 
to AW. Note that AD perfectly simulates KEW to AW, since the 
two instances are partnered in the JKL model if and only if the 
two instances are partnered in the KR model.            ■ 

In [22], Jeong and others suggested a key-establishment 
protocol, KAM, in the duplex channel and proved its security 
in the JKL model. 
Theorem 4. KAM is s-FS/KCI/SSR-secure without random 
oracles in the JKL model [22].  

Let KAMW be the converted protocol from KAM using 
compiler1 for the KR model. 
Corollary 1. KAMW is s-FS/KCI/SSR-secure without random 
oracles in the KR model. 
Proof of Corollary 1. From Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, 
Corollary 1 follows.                                ■ 

Even though KAMW is secure in the KR model, KAMW is 
insecure against know-key attacks in the BR model. 
Theorem 5. KAMW is insecure against known-key attacks in 
the BR model. That is, KAMW does not provide KKS in the 
BR model.  
Proof of Theorem 5. We can easily see that the same attack in 
the proof of Theorem 2 also applies for KAMW.          ■ 

To make a secure key-establishment protocol in the BR 
model from a secure key-establishment protocol in the KR 
model, we construct another conversion method; namely, then 
compiler2. If KEW is a secure key-establishment protocol in the 
KR model, compiler2 converts KEW into KES. This procedure 
is explained below. 

Setup. Let KEW be a secure key-establishment protocol in 
the KR model, and let F be a secure pseudorandom function. 
Let  be a collision-resistant hash function such that  :     
{0, 1}∗→{0, 1}θ. We assume that the session key space of KEW 
and the pseudorandom function key space of F are a space of 
θ-bit strings. Person Pi is going to establish a session key with 
Pj (Pi). Assume that Pi is an initiator and Pj is a responder. 
Person Pj behaves as similarly as Pi, so we describe the 
protocol on behalf of Pi.  

Round messages. KES’s round messages are the same as 
those of KEW.  
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Computation of session keys. Pi calculates skKEW
 in the same 

way as a session key of KEW is calculated in the KR model. 
Person Pi makes the session identifier sid = strTIME and 
session key skKES =

 
FskKEW

( (sid)) for KES.  
Theorem 6. If F is a secure pseudorandom function and KEW 

is XX-secure in the KR model, then KES converted        

by compiler2 is XX-secure in the BR model, where XX is 

either KKS, w-FS, s-FS, KCI, or SSR. More concretely, 

AdvXX
KES

 (θ, t) ≤ (2+2(Nqs)2) × AdvXX
KEW

 (θ, t) + 4AdvRRF
F(θ, 

t, 2), where t is the maximum total experiment time including 

an adversary’s execution time. Here, N is an upper bound on 

the number of honest2) parties, and qs is an upper bound on the 

number of the sessions an adversary creates. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The intuition is as follows. For an 
adversary A to get a non-negligible advantage for KES, the 
adversary has to break the underlying key-establishment 
scheme KEW or a pseudorandom function F. We show that 
using A, we can make either an adversary D that breaks KEW 
or an E that breaks F. Some difficulties arise when we construct 
a D that simulates KES to A. This is because in some cases A is 
allowed to make a Reveal query against KES but D is not 
allowed to make a Reveal query against KEW. We solve this 
difficulty using the fact that if there exists oracle Πj,k' partnered 
with tested oracle Πi,k, the advantage of an adversary is the 
same as in the case when it asks a Test query to Πj,k'. The details 
of which are as follows. 

Assume that A makes a Test(i, k) query and that Πi,k’s partner 
is Pj. The advantage of A then occurs in the following two 
cases: 
▪Case 1. There exists an oracle Πj,k' such that strTIMEj,k' = 
strTIMEi,k

3) ∨there exists no oracle Πj,k' such that strIDj,k' = 
strIDi,k.  
▪Case 2. There exists an oracle Πj,k' such that strIDj,k' = strIDj,k 
and strTIME j,k'  strTIMEj,k.  

We restrict the advantages from the above two cases in the 
following claims:  
▪Claim 1. AdvCase(1)

KES ≤ 2AdvKEW + 2AdvPRF
F. 

▪Claim 2. AdvCase(2)
KES ≤ 2(Nqs)

2 × AdvKEW + 2AdvPRF
F. 

From Claim 1 and Claim 2, Theorem 6 follows. Next, we 
prove the claims.  
Proof of Claim 1. Consider an adversary A attacking KES  
with the advantage from Case 1 in the sense of XX-security. 
We define the following three games: 

▪ In Game0, a session key for the test query is calculated    

and returned to the adversary as follows: if b = 1, sk =   

FskKEW
 (  (sid)). If b = 0, sk ← {0,1}θ. 

▪ In Game1, a session key for the test query is calculated and 
                                                               

2) We name the parties that are not insider attacker honest parties. 

3) Πi,k and Πj,k' are partnered. 

returned to the adversary as follows: if b = 1, sk = FR( (sid)), 

where R ← {0, 1}θ. If b = 0, sk ← {0, 1}θ. 

▪ In Game2, a session key for the test query is calculated and 

returned to the adversary as follows: If b = 1, sk = h( (sid)), 

where h ← Rand{0,1}θ→{0,1}θ. If b = 0, sk ← {0,1}θ.  
The difference of the advantage of A from Case 1 in the 

aforementioned games is restricted as follows:  

▪Claim 1.1. AdvGame0 
KES,A – AdvGame1 

KES,A
 ≤ 2AdvKEW . 

▪Claim 1.2. AdvGame1 
KES,A – AdvGame2 

KES,A
 ≤ 2AdvPRF

F . 
It is obvious that the advantage of any adversary is 0 in Game2. 
Thus, from Claim 1.1 and Claim 1.2, Claim 1 follows.     ■ 

Now, we proceed to prove Claim 1.1 and Claim 1.2. 
Proof of Claim 1.1. Consider the following algorithm D that 
tries to break KEW using A that tries to break KES. Algorithm D 
receives all oracle queries from A and answers them using its 
own oracle queries to KEW. A more concrete description of D 
is as follows: 
1) For each oracle query of A, Algorithm D answers it using its 

own oracle query to KEW as follows: 
For Send(i, k) query: D just asks Send(i, k) query in its own 

experiment. 
For Corrupt(i) query: D just asks Corrupt(i) query in its 

own experiment, receives the private key of Pi, and returns 
the private key to A. 

For State(i, k) query: D just asks State(i, k) query in its own 
experiment, receives the random values of Πi,k, and returns 
the random values to A. 

For Reveal(i, k) query: D gets sk KEW
 through its own Reveal 

query and returns sk KES =
 Fsk KEW ( (sidi,k)) to A. 

For Test(i, k) query: D gets τ through its own Test query and 

flips a coin b. If b is equal to 1, D returns sk = Fτ( (sidi,k)) to 

A. Otherwise, D returns a random value selected from 

{0,1}θ. 
2) Assume that A outputs b then quits. If b = b, D outputs 1. 

Otherwise, D outputs 0. 
Algorithm D simulates Game0 or Game1 depending on 
whether τ is a real session key of KEW or not. So, the following 
inequality holds: 
AdvD, KEW = Pr[D() = 1|τ = sk KEW] – Pr[D() = 1|τ ← {0, 1}θ] 

= PrA[b = b|sk = Fsk KEW ( (sid))]  

– PrA[b = b|sk = FR( (sid)); R ← {0, 1}θ] 
      = 1/2(AdvGame0

A
 – AdvGame1

A).                 ■ 
Proof of Claim 1.2. If the difference of advanatages of 
adversary A between Game1 and Game2 is non-negligible,  
we can construct an algorithm E that breaks the 
pseudorandomness of F with a non-negligible probability using 
A. Consider a distinguisher E to break the pseudorandomness 
of a pseudorandom function family F. Distinguisher E is given 
an oracle function f() in the experiment of pseudorandomness 
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of the function family F. Distinguisher E uses f() to generate a 
session key for the test oracle. A more concrete description of E 
is as follows:  
1) Distinguisher E is given an oracle function f(). E simulates 

Game1. 
2) For each oracle query of A, E answers it as in Game1, except 

in the case of Test(i, k) query whereby E flips a coin b. If b is 
equal to 1, E returns f( (sidi,k)). Otherwise, E returns a 
random value selected from {0,1}θ.  

3) Assume that A outputs b then quits. If b = b, E outputs 1. 
Otherwise, E outputs 0.  

Distinguisher E simulates Game1 or Game2 depending on 
whether f() is a function from F. So, the following inequality 
holds:  
AdvPRF

E = Pr[Ef() = 1|K ← {0, 1}θ; f = FK]  
– Pr[Ef() = 1|h ← Rand{0,1}θ→{0,1}θ; f = h]  

= PrA[b = b|K ← {0, 1}θ; f = FK]  
– PrA[b = b|h ← Rand{0,1}θ→{0,1}θ; f = h]  

= 1/2 (AdvGame1
A – AdvGame2

A).                 ■ 
Proof of Claim 2. Consider an adversary A attacking KES with 
the advantage from Case 2 in the sense of XX-security. Let  
Πi*, t1 be the tested oracle. Then there exists an oracle Πj*, t2 such 
that strIDj*, t2 = strIDi*, t1 and strTIME j*, t2  strTIMEi*, t1. We 
define the following three games:  
▪ Game0  

  A session key for Reveal query is calculated and returned 
to the adversary according to the protocol.  

  A session key for Test query is calculated and returned to 

the adversary as follows: If b = 1, sk = FskKEW ( (sidi*, t1)). 

If b = 0, sk ←{0,1}θ.  
▪ Game1  

  A session key of Πj*, t2 for Reveal query is asked, sk = 
FR( (sidj*, t2)) is returned, where R←{0,1}θ. A session key 

of Πi,k (Πj*, t2) for Reveal query is calculated and returned 

to the adversary as in Game0.  

  A session key for Test query is calculated and returned to 

the adversary as follows: If b = 1, sk = FR( (sidi*, t1)), 

where R← {0,1}θ. If b = 0, sk ←{0,1}θ.  
▪ Game2  

  A session key for Reveal query is calculated and returned 
to the adversary as in Game1.  

  A session key for Test query is calculated and returned to 
the adversary as follows: If b = 1, sk = h( (sidi*, t1)), where 
h ← Rand{0,1}θ →{0,1}θ. If b = 0, sk ← {0,1}θ.  

The difference of the advantage of A from Case 2 in the  
aforementioned games is restricted as follows:  
▪ Claim 2.1. AdvGame0 

KES, A – AdvGame1
KES, A ≤ 2(Nqs)

2  AdvKEW. 
▪ Claim 2.2. AdvGame1 

KES, A – AdvGame2 
KES, A≤ 2AdvPRF

F.  
It is obvious that the advantage of any adversary is 0 in 

Game2. Thus, from Claim 2.1 and Claim 2.2, Claim 2 follows.  
■ 

Now, we proceed to prove Claim 2.1 and Claim 2.2.  
Proof of Claim 2.1. Consider the following algorithm D that 
tries to break KEW using A that tries to break KES. Algorithm D 
receives all oracle queries from A and answers them using its 
own oracle queries to KEW. Algorithm D first guesses the 
tested oracle Πi,k and an oracle Πj,k such that strIDj,k = strIDi,k 
and strTIMEj,k  strTIMEi,k. A more concrete description of D 
is as follows:  
1) Algorithm D randomly selects i* and j* from [1,N], and t1, t2 

from [1, qs]. Algorithm D sets two flags — namely, reveal-
then-test = 0 and test-then-reveal = 0.  

2) For each oracle query of A, D answers it using its own oracle 
query to KEW as follows:  
For Send(i, k) query: D just asks Send(i,k) query in its own 

experiment.  
For Corrupt(i) query: D just asks Corrupt(i) query in its 

own experiment, receives the private key of Pi, and returns 
the private key to A.  

For State(i, k) query: D just asks State(i,k) query in its own 
experiment, receives the random values of Πi,k, and returns 
the random values to A.  

For Reveal(i,k) query.  

- If j = j*∧k = t2 and test-then-reveal = 0: D gets τr through 

its own Test(j*, t2) query, and sets reveal-then-test = 1. D 

returns sk = Fτr ( (sidj*, t2)) to A. 

- Else if i = j*∧ k = t2 and test-then-reveal = 1: D returns 

sk = Fτt( (sidj*, t2)) to A, where τt was already obtained in 

Test query.  

- Else D gets skKEW
  through its own Reveal(i,k) query and 

returns sk = FskKEW ( (sidi,k)) to A.  
For Test(i,k) query.  

- If i  i* ∨ k  t1, D fails and stops.  

- If reveal-then-test = 0: D gets τt through its own Test(i*, t1) 

query and sets test-then-reveal = 1. D flips a coin b. If b is 

equal to 1, D returns sk = Fτt( (sid i*, t1)) to
 A. Otherwise, 

D returns a random value selected from {0,1}θ.  
- Else if reveal-then-test = 1: D flips a coin b. If b is equal 

to 1, D returns sk = Fτr( (sidi*, t1)) to A, where τr was 
already obtained in Reveal query. Otherwise, D returns a 
random value selected from {0, 1}θ.  

3) Assume that A outputs b then and quits. If there exists no 
oracle Πj*, t2 such that strIDj*, t2 = strIDi*, t1 and strTIMEj*, t2  
strTIMEi*, t1, D fails and stops. If b = b, D outputs 1. 
Otherwise, D outputs 0.  
If D guesses i*, j*, t1, and t2 correctly, then D exactly 

simulates Game0 or Game1 depending on whether τ {τt, τr} is 
a real session key of KEW. So, the probability of success of D 
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depends on whether D guesses i, j, t1, and t2 correctly as 
follows: 

AdvD,KEW = Pr[D() = 1|τ ← sk KEW] – Pr[D() = 1|τ ← {0,1}θ] 

=1/(Nqs)
2 × (PrA[b = b|sk = Fsk KEW( (sid))]  

– PrA[b = b|sk = FR( (sid)); R ← {0,1}θ]) 

      = 1/2(Nqs)
2×(AdvGame0

A – AdvGame1
A).           ■ 

Proof of Claim 2.2. If the difference of advanatages of 
adversary A between Game1 and Game2 is non-negligible,  
then we can construct an algorithm E that breaks the 
pseudorandomness of F with a non-negligible probability using 
A. Consider a distinguisher E to break the pseudorandomness 
of a pseudorandom function family F. Distinguisher E is given 
an oracle function f() in the experiment of pseudorandomness 
of the function family F. It then uses f() to generate a session 
key for the test oracle. A more concrete description of E is as 
follows:  
1) Distinguisher E is given an oracle function f(). E simulates 

Game1.  
2) For each oracle query of A, E answers it as in Game1 except 

in the case of Test(i, k) query whereby E flips a coin b. If b is 
equal to 1, E returns f( (sidi,k)). Otherwise, E returns a 
random value selected from {0,1}θ. 

3) Assume that A outputs b then and quits. If Test(i,k) was 
queried but there exists no oracle Πj,k such that strIDj,k = 
strIDi,k and strTIMEj,k  strTIMEi,k, then E fails and stops. If 
b = b, E outputs 1. Otherwise then E outputs 0. 

Distinguisher E simulates Game1 or Game2 depending on 
whether f() is a function from F. So, the following inequality 
holds:  

AdvPRF
E

 = Pr[Ef() = 1|K ← {0, 1}θ; f = FK]  

− Pr[Ef() = 1|h ← Rand{0,1}θ →{0,1}θ; f = h] 

= PrA[b = b|K ← {0, 1}θ; f = FK]  

− PrA[b = b|h ← Rand{0,1}θ →{0,1}θ; f = h] 

= 1/2 (AdvGame1
A – AdvGame2

A).                  ■ 
If we convert HMQV in the KR model into HMQVS in the 

BR model, then the converted HMQVS protocol in the BR 
model is as follows: 

 

  Pi (initiator) Pj (responder) 

Round 1 ig   

Round 2  jg  

 

A session identifier is sid = || ,jig g  and a session key is sk 

= FskHMQV ( (sid)), where d = H( ig ||yj), e = H( jg ||yj), and 

skHMQV = ( )( )( ).j ji i
exdxH g     

Corollary 2. If F is a secure pseudorandom function, then 
HMQVS is w-FS/KCI/SSR-secure in the BR model.  

Proof of Corollary 2. From Theorem 1 and Theorem 6,  

Table 1. Detailed comparison of original and converted schemes. 

 
Communication 

complexity 
Computational 

complexity 
Security model

HMQV [2] 2 rounds 3.5 exp.† KR model 

KAM [22] 2 rounds 6 exp. JKL model 

HMQVS 2 rounds 
3.5 exp. 

+ 1 PRF 
BR model 

KAMS 4 rounds 
6 exp. 

+ 1 PRF 
BR model 

†The basic HMQV requires 2.5 exponentiations. But, the group membership tests 

of static and ephemeral Diffie–Hellman messages are required for SSR security, 

as noted in [2]. 

 
Corollary 2 follows.                                ■ 

If we convert KAM in the JKL model into KAMS in the BR 
model, then the converted KAMS protocol in the BR model is 
as follows: 
 

  Pi (initiator) Pj (responder) 

Round 1 ig   

Round 2  jg  

Round 3 τi  

Round 4  τj 

 
A session identifier is sid = || || || ,ji

i jg g    and a session 
key is sk = FskKAM( (sid)), where skKAM =H(gxixj)  H(gij).  
Corollary 3. If F is a secure pseudorandom function, then 
KAMS is s-FS/KCI/SSR-secure without random oracles in the 
BR model.  
Proof of Corollary 3. From Theorem 3, Theorem 4, and 
Theorem 6, Corollary 3 follows.                      ■ 

Table 1 shows the comparison of complexities between the 
original schemes and the converted schemes. 

VI. Conclusion 

We have shown that a key-establishment protocol secure in a 
specific security model might not be secure in a more restricted 
security model. For example, we have shown that HMQV is 
not secure in the Bellare–Rogaway security model. We have 
suggested compilers by which we can convert a key-
establishment protocol secure in a specific security model into 
a key-establishment protocol secure in a more restricted 
security model. 
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